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Chapter 6
Extending boolean variability relationship
extraction to multi-valued software descriptions

Jessie Galasso and Marianne Huchard

Abstract Extracting variability information from software product descriptions
is crucial when reverse engineering a software product line, e.g., for variability
model synthesis. Existing methods are predominantly designed for feature-oriented
product lines, where products are described by the set of distinguishable features they
implement, and variability information may be expressed by logical relationships over
these features. However, limits of such boolean feature-based variability modeling
approaches have been highlighted, notably regarding their expressive power. In
this chapter, we take a step towards more complex variability extraction and focus
on extracting non-boolean variability relationships from multi-valued software
descriptions. We first analyze software descriptions, variability relationships and
extraction methods used in the boolean case. We attract attention to a knowledge
engineering framework supporting a sound and complete feature-based variability
relationship extraction method. The benefits of this framework include several
extensions enabling to take into account more complex datasets than boolean ones.
We explore one of these extensions to extend the traditional boolean extraction method
and handle variability relationships including both boolean features and attribute
values that can be used to synthesize extended variability models.

6.1 Introduction

Reducing the development time and cost of a software portfolio while increasing
its overall quality and scope may be achieved through systematic reuse and mass-
customization; it is the core of the Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE)
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approach [48]. SPLE is a development paradigm based on a set of reusable software
artifacts and a common architecture with which the artifacts may be combined:
di�erent combinations lead to di�erent software products that share similarities.
Altogether, the common architecture, the reusable artifacts and the derivable products
form a software product line (SPL). A central task of SPLE is to document the
SPL variability, i.e., documenting the accepted artifact combinations and thus the
derivable software products. This task produces variability models which are crucial
for the understanding, implementation, management, maintenance and evolution of
the SPL. Variability models can operate at several levels of abstraction but most
commonly group artifacts under distinguishable software characteristics or behaviours
called features. Feature-oriented product line engineering [4, 34] is a widely adopted
approach for SPL implementation, where feature diagrams (FDs) [33] are the most
commonly studied variability models. FDs are a family of description languages
that enable to express constraints (also called variability relationships) over a set of
features and thus delimit the scope of an SPL. In other words, FDs describe derivable
software intensive systems through boolean descriptions being accepted combinations
of features. However, limitations regarding the expressiveness of these “boolean”
FDs have been encountered, and FD extensions were proposed to overstep them, e.g.,
to represent feature cardinalities [16], group cardinalities [16,50], or multi-valued
attributes [7, 16]. Aside from these extended FDs, other types of variability models
try to tackle the problem of representing more detailed variability information, such
as orthogonal variability models [48] or the common variability language [31].

Proactive adoption of an SPL [37] instructs to first determine its scope (i.e.,
establishing which artifacts will be needed and which combinations should be allowed
through variability models), then implement the architecture and the artifacts, and
finally begin to derive software products. However, this adoption process takes time
before being able to propose working products to customers, that is why a large
part of companies working with SPLE prefer to adopt an extractive approach [11].
Extractive SPL adoption [37] is about capitalizing on similar software products
already developed to fasten the definition of the common software architecture,
the set of reusable artifacts and the variability models through reverse engineering
methods. A detailed overview of current research in SPL reverse engineering can
be found in [6] in the form of a mapping study. An abundant literature addresses
automated or semi-automated extraction of variability relationships between features
from (boolean) software intensive-system descriptions, mostly to synthesize boolean
FDs [2,3,16,21,29,30,38,41,45,51]. Variability extraction that goes beyond boolean
feature relationships is addressed by few authors: Becan et al. consider boolean
features and multi-valued attributes [9], and Carbonnel et al. consider boolean
features, UML-like cardinalities and multi-valued attributes [15].

In this chapter, we present a method to extract variability relationships involving
more than boolean features from product descriptions. More specifically, we focus
on the types of relationships to be extracted to synthesize the three prevalent FD
extensions that were proposed to enhance their expressiveness. We study product
descriptions that take the form of multi-valued matrices containing both boolean
and non-boolean characteristics. The proposed method leverages existing boolean
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variability relationships extraction methods based on Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) [25], a framework for knowledge engineering and knowledge representation.
Even though the value of FCA may be di�cult to apprehend at first, it is one-of-a-kind
in the variability reverse engineering landscape; FCA o�ers a structural, reusable
and extensible framework which formalizes variability extraction and representation,
and thus includes most of the existing variability extraction approaches found in the
literature. In the following, we first present a boolean variability extraction method
based on FCA (Section 6.2), and then a way to extend this framework to handle
multi-valued variability extraction (Section 6.3). In each section, we present the
input product descriptions, the variability relationships to be extracted, the reverse
engineering approaches found in the literature, and a sound and complete FCA-based
extraction method (i.e., all variability relationships that are true for the considered
set of input product descriptions are extracted, and all extracted relationships are
true). We do not address the problem of synthesizing variability models such as FDs
extended with attributes or cardinalities; we focus on extracting variability information
independently from any representation, but that can be used to build di�erent kinds of
variability models. The soundness and completeness of the extraction method provide
strong foundations for the synthesis of variability models which are consistent with
the input descriptions, but do not guarantee the legibility and/or maintainability of
the produced models as these quality attributes depend on the synthesis method. We
conclude in Section 6.4 by summarizing the approach and drawing a few perspectives.

6.2 Variability in boolean descriptions

Descriptions composed of boolean feature sets have been extensively studied from the
very first research works on product line engineering [33]. In this section, we focus
on the variability relationships which can be extracted from this type of descriptions,
and how. Feature-based boolean descriptions are discussed in Section 6.2.1, where
we introduce an illustrative example derived from the robot battle programming game
Robocode1 [43]. Section 6.2.2 reviews the main variability relationships between
features that have been studied in the literature, and Section 6.2.3 reports the main
approaches for feature relationship extraction. The key principles and benefits of an
extraction process involving Formal Concept Analysis are exposed in Section 6.2.4.

6.2.1 Boolean feature-based descriptions

In SPLE, a feature corresponds to a high level product’s part or behavior which is
relevant to any stakeholder [4]. Features are intended to be easily understandable
contrary to artifacts of lower level that only experts may comprehend. They represent

1 https://robocode.sourceforge.io/

https://robocode.sourceforge.io/
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noticeable characteristics which help distinguish similar products from one another;
a feature is associated to a unique name and may be implemented by various
(concrete) artifacts. Let us consider an example about Robocode, a programming
game where developers have to implement the behaviour of their own bots (i.e., the
products to be described) in order to fight bots implemented by other developers.
Examples of features characterizing a bot may be its strategies of movement on the
battlefield (e.g. random movement, minimum risk movement, stop&go,
wave surfing), the kinds of fights it is designed for (one-on-one fighting
or melee fighting), if it takes part to some community events (such as the
roborumble competition), or the software license of the code source (open
source or closed license). Let us note that all features may not be at the same level
of abstraction: for instance, the feature license is more abstract (or generalised)
than the feature open source.

In a feature-oriented approach [34], a product is designated by the set of features it
possesses. Such a set of features is called a product configuration and may be consid-
ered an abstract, high level description of the product. For example, {one-on-one
fighting, melee fighting, roborumble} is a configuration. However,
some configurations may not be admitted, for instance, if the artifacts implementing
the features are not compatible regarding some domain or business constraints. For
instance, a product cannot have both an open source and a closed license.
Accepted combinations of features may be delineated through constraints defining
a set of valid configurations, also called the product line scope. Constraints over a
finite set of features restricting the way they can be combined are called variability
relationships and express what is called the variability of the product line, which is
traditionally documented through variability models.

6.2.2 Boolean variability relationships

Feature relationships. If one maps features to propositional variables in propositional
logic [42], then any propositional formula may be used to express variability relation-
ships in the form of constraints between features (also called feature dependencies
or feature relationships). However, for a product designer, a simplified dependency
language is more suitable to highlight the principal feature relationships. Hence, four
kinds of feature relationships gathered most of the attention of practitioners. These
relationships express situations where: ¨ a feature requires another feature, ≠ two
features are mutually exclusive, Æ a feature should be refined by selecting at least
one feature in a group and Ø a feature should be refined by selecting exactly one
feature in a group. For example, to document Robocode variability, one may want
to define feature relationships stating that: a bot participating in the roborumble
competition requires to be designed for one-on-one fighting; a random
movement strategy is not appropriate for melee fighting; the implemented
movement strategies should be specified amongst the feature group {random,
wave surfing, stop&go, minimum risk} (at least one but possibly more);
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the source code license should be specified amongst the group {open-source,
closed} (exactly one). These four kinds of relationships may be expressed by propo-
sitional formulas using respectively: binary implications for “requires” relationships
(roborumble ) one-on-one fighting), binary implications with nega-
tions for “exclude” relationships (random movement) ¬ melee fighting),
equivalences with or-connectives for “at least one” feature refinement (movement
, (random _ wave surfing _ stop&go _ minimum risk)) and equiv-
alences with xor-connectives for “exactly one” feature refinement (license ,
(open-source� closed)). Those are thus the basic feature relationships usually
expressed in boolean variability models.

Feature diagram. The de facto standard for representing a product line variability
in a diagram-like representation is a type of variability model called feature diagram
(FD) [33, 57]. Fig. 6.1 presents an example of FD representing a possible view of the
variability of Robocode bots.

robot

fighting

roborumble

license

movement

melee closedopen source

random

wave surfing

minimum risk

stop&go

Optional

Xor

Mandatory

Or

Requires Exclude

one-on-one

roborumble) one-on-one

Fig. 6.1 Excerpt of a possible FD depicting the variability of Robocode bots

The box-shaped nodes represent the features. They are structured in a tree
representing child-parent (or refinement) relationships. The edges of the tree must be
decorated to express some constraints (amongst the four depicted in the top part of the
box in the left-hand side of Fig. 6.1) restricting the way the features may be selected
when choosing a valid configuration. A white disc states that the child-feature may
be optionally selected when the parent-feature is present in the configuration, and a
black disc forces the child-feature to be selected. Arcs are used to group features;
when the parent feature of the group is selected: if the arc is filled with black then at
least one feature must be selected from the group (also called or-group); if the arc
is non-filled then exactly one feature must be selected from the group (also called
xor-group). Cross-tree constraints in the form of “requires” and “exclude” constraints
may be added (textually or graphically) to complete the graphical representation. The
FD presented in Fig. 6.1 states that: a bot necessarily implements at least one fighting
style, which may be melee, one-on-one or both. It can optionally participate to
the roborumble competition, but if it does, then it should implement the one-on-one
fighting style. A bot can optionally have a license which is either open source or
closed, but not both. Finally, it optionally implements at least one movement strategy
amongst four possible strategies.
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Link with propositional logic. The relationships expressed in feature diagrams
may be mapped to the four basic feature relationships discussed at the beginning of
the section, and therefore to their representations in propositional logic [10, 16, 42].
Straightforwardly, mutually exclusive features (situation ≠) are expressed through
“exclude” cross-tree constraints, and feature group refinement (situations Æ and Ø)
are expressed through or- and xor-groups, respectively. Child-parent relationships
implicitly express “require” relationships (situation ¨); for instance, if one wants
to select open source (which is a kind-of license) in a configuration, he or she
needs to select the feature license beforehand, thus open source) license.
Note that such “require” relationships may also be expressed through cross-tree
constraints (such as roborumble) one-on-one) and mandatory relationships
(all bots have a fighting style, thus robot) fighting). The first two columns of
Table 6.2 depict this mapping: the first column shows the feature relationships in their
propositional form with a particular case of situation ¨ when there are symmetric
binary implications (i.e., logical equivalences) denoted by ¨’, and the second column
shows the FD syntax of the corresponding variability relationships. Third and fourth
columns will be addressed later in the section. We can see that: a binary implication
(¨) may correspond to a child-parent relationship, an optional relationship or a
“require” cross-tree constraint; an equivalence (¨’) may correspond to a mandatory
relationship (because it is the combination of two binary implications: one comes
from the child-parent relationship and the other comes the mandatory constraint) or
may correspond to two symmetric “require” cross-tree constraints; mutual exclusions
(≠) and groups (Æ and Ø) have only one representation in the feature diagram syntax.

Semantics. The conjunction of the “propositional logic forms” of feature relation-
ships depicted in an FD outlines a propositional formula (called the FD’s logical
semantics). The formula’s models correspond to the FDs’ set of valid configura-
tions (called its configuration semantics). Another semantics, called the ontological
semantics, is given by the tree structure of the diagram that conveys meanings to
the modeled domain. For instance, a situation where a feature f1 requires another
feature f2 (logically represented by f1 ) f2) may be represented in an FD by di�erent
relationships having di�erent meanings, e.g., through the feature hierarchy ( f2 refines
f1), a mandatory relationship ( f2 is a necessary refinement of f1), or through a
cross-tree constraint ( f1 necessitates f2 but does not generalize nor specialize it).

Other boolean variability models. In some cases, when one needs to express
more complex feature relationships, the expressiveness of FD graphical syntax is
not su�cient. A feature model is a feature diagram supplemented by a complex
propositional logic formula capturing the constraints which cannot be expressed by an
FD [57]. In this context, a “complex” propositional formula is a formula which cannot
be written as a conjunction of “require” and “exclude” cross-tree constraints; if it is the
case, then it is considered an FD (as the one of Fig. 6.1). Other formalisms have been
introduced. Binary Implication Graphs (BIG), as their name suggests, graphically
represent binary implications [1, 2, 20, 21, 56, 57]. Directed hypergraphs have been
presented in [20]. In this representation, each binary implication is represented
by a directed binary edge, while other constraints (feature groups and mutex) are
represented by hyperedges. Mutex graphs [56,57] only show pairwise incompatibilities
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between features. Feature Diagram Generalized Notation and Feature Graphs [20]
represent binary implications and groups, while relaxing the tree-structure constraint
of traditional FDs. She et al. [57] add mutex to these representations. Equivalence
Class Feature Diagrams (ECFD) have been proposed in [14] as a canonical structure
for variability representation. They represent binary implications, groups, mutex as
the other structures, but may also highlight generalized exclusions (i.e., groups of
features that never appear together).

6.2.3 Feature relationship extraction in the literature

Becan et al. empirically show that variability model extraction approaches based on
1) logical heuristics extracting the logical semantics combined with 2) ontological
heuristics relying on user or expert decisions for associating meaningful knowledge
to the extracted logical relationships outperform other approaches [8]. In fact, the
first one guarantees correct configuration and logical semantics, while the second
one guarantees a correct ontological semantics. In this chapter, we mainly focus
on the first step of this type of variability model synthesis, i.e., the extraction of
variability information (feature relationships) in the form of logical relationships.
A sound and complete feature relationship extraction method is crucial to ensure
correct foundations for meaningful variability model synthesis.

In the literature, feature relationships extraction has been studied from various
perspectives. As feature diagrams may not represent all configuration sets, most authors
synthesize feature models. Several dedicated algorithms to build a feature model from
a set of valid configurations can be found. She et. al [57] propose a sound and complete
feature relationship extraction by enhancing the method defined by Czarnecki and
Wasowski [20] which originally did not extract mutually exclusive features; these
methods rely on binary decision diagrams to extract interim variability representations
in the form of binary implication graph and mutex graph. Acher et al. [2] also present
a dedicated algorithm for a sound and complete extraction using binary implication
graphs. Haslinger et al. [29,30] propose a recursive algorithm to build feature models
without extracting feature relationships beforehand; the soundness and completeness
of the extraction method is not assessed. Davril et al. [21] extract relevant features
from informal documents to produce a configuration-by-feature matrix, and all valid
implications. They use text-mining techniques and feature co-occurrences to identify
meaningful implications. The feature group extraction is sound but not complete,
and these properties are not assessed for the other feature relationships. Ferrari et
al. [23] analyze product descriptions in the form of commercial texts to propose
candidate optional and mandatory features to an expert. Search-based techniques
are applied in several works. The authors in [38] and [41] explore these techniques
and build FMs whose configuration semantics approximate a given configuration
set. Assunção et al. [5] propose to use 2 multi-objective evolutionary algorithms for
reverse engineering feature models. The multi-objective perspective allows the expert
to tune the reverse engineering process depending on the objectives (e.g., correct
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configuration semantics, legibility) they identified as important in a given context.
They take into account knowledge from existing variants’ source code (in the form of
a weighted directed graph representing source code dependencies) to ensure that the
output models’ configurations correspond to well formed software variants with regard
to their source code. Czarnecki et al. propose an algorithm based on data-mining
techniques to build Probabilistic Feature Models in [19]. These extraction methods
are not deterministic. In [58], Temple et al. elaborate a technique to build a variability
model that can be configured for di�erent contexts, using classification trees [40]
and constraint solving. Other approaches use the conceptual structures built by
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), a mathematical knowledge engineering framework,
to benefit from their ability to encode variability in a systematic and canonical
way [3, 14, 39, 51]. FCA framework supports a sound and complete extraction of
the four prevalent feature relationships, and stands out among the other proposed
methods in the literature. In fact, it is not a method specifically designed for variability
extraction, but rather an identification of variability information naturally embedded
in a unique and canonical structure whose construction relies on mathematical
properties applied on the input software descriptions. FCA encompasses most of the
aforementioned extraction methods, as well as their interim variability representations
(e.g., binary implication graphs, mutex graphs, FDs) used for variability analysis,
as the constructed structures contain the essence of variability [14]. The elements
composing these structures express, as pointed out by Uta Priss, “a natural feature of
information representation which is as fundamental to hierarchies and object/attribute
structures as set theory or relational algebra are for relational databases” [49]. This
explains the spreading of Formal Concept Analysis in knowledge engineering [47]
or even software reverse engineering [59]. In what follows, we detail a sound and
complete variability relationship extraction in the form of logical relationships based
on the FCA framework and its associated conceptual structures.

6.2.4 A sound and complete FCA-based feature relationships
extraction

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [25] is a knowledge engineering framework for
data structuring and knowledge representation. FCA enables the elaboration of
concept hierarchies, where concepts group a maximal set of objects (or entities,
documents) sharing a maximal set of attributes (or properties, descriptors). Applying
this framework on a set of objects described by a set of attributes enables to build
data structures organizing objects depending on the attributes they share.

Input. FCA input is a formal context K = (O,A,J) with O a set of objects, A a set
of attributes and J ✓ O⇥A a binary relationship, where (o,a)2 J when “o owns a”. A
formal context may be represented by a binary table where a cross in a cell represents
attribute (feature) ownership for an object (product). Table 6.3 shows a formal context
with 7 existing Robocode bots (objects as rows) described by 11 features (attributes
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as columns) taken from the RoboWiki2. It states for instance that the bot named
Aristocles owns the one-on-one fighting feature, but not the melee
fighting one. Formal contexts may conveniently represent configuration sets in an
extensional way (e.g., the bot Centaur corresponds to the configuration {melee
fighting, one-on-one fighting, roborumble}).

Table 6.1 Formal context about 7 Robocode bots gathered from RoboWiki (2019)
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Aristocles ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
B26354 ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Centaur ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Coriantumr ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Decado ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
DrussGT ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Durandal ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥

Step 1 - building concepts. A concept C = (E, I) associates a maximal group
of objects E, with a maximal group of attributes I they share. E = {o 2 O | 8a 2
I,(o,a)2 J} is the concept’s extent and I = {a2A |8o2E,(o,a)2 J} is the concept’s
intent. For example, the concept gathering “all bots having open source license” is
Cos = (Eos, Ios) with Ios = {one-on-one fighting, license, open-sour-
ce,movement} and Eos = {Aristocles,Coriantumr,Decado,DrussGT}.
There is no other bot than the ones in Eos that share all attributes of Ios, and there is
no other attribute than the ones in Ios shared by all bots of Eos.

Step 2 - ordering concepts. The specialization order CL between concepts is
based on extent inclusion (and intent containment): for two concepts C1 = (E1, I1) and
C2 = (E2, I2),C1 CL C2 if and only if E1 ✓E2 (and equivalently I1 ◆ I2). For example,
Cos is a super-concept of concept Crand = (Erand , Irand), with Irand = {one-on-one
fighting, license, open-source, movement, random movement} and
Erand = {Aristocles, Decado}, which is the concept gathering all bots imple-
menting the random movement strategy. Indeed, Erand ✓ Eos and Ios ✓ Irand . This
order enables to organize concepts in a specialization/generalization fashion.

Output conceptual structures. The concept lattice is the set of all the concepts
CK of the formal context K, provided with the order CL. In some applications, it
is not necessary to study all the concepts that can be extracted: some of them may

2 http://robowiki.net/, last access July 2019
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be more valuable than others regarding the analysis to be applied. This is the case
when investigating the variability information naturally embedded in concept lattices.
To analyze variability information highlighted by means of FCA, it is enough to
work with an output conceptual structure restricted to two types of concepts, namely
attribute-concepts and object-concepts. An attribute-concept is the concept gathering
all objects having a given attribute: we say that this attribute is introduced in this
concept. For instance, the concept Cos is the attribute-concept introducing the attribute
open source. An object-concept is the concept gathering the exact attribute set
of a given object (i.e., its associated configuration): we say that this object is
introduced in this concept. The concept Ccent = (Ecent , Icent ) with Ecent = {Centaur,
Coriantumur, Durandal} and Icent = {melee fighting, one-on-one
fighting, roborumble} (corresponding to the configuration of Centaur)
is the object-concept introducing Centaur. The AOC-poset (for Attribute-Object
Concept partially ordered set) is the concept lattice restricted to these specific concepts.
Using AOC-posets instead of concept lattices brings a considerable improvement in
terms of scalability. In fact, given |O| and |A| the numbers of objects and attributes,
respectively, a concept lattice may have at most 2(min(|O|,|A|) concepts, whereas the
AOC-poset is bounded by |O|+ |A|, thus avoiding an eventual exponential growth
of the output conceptual structures. A graphical representation of the AOC-poset
associated with the formal context of Table 6.1 is shown in Fig. 6.2; it is built with
the tool RCAExplore [22]. Note that for a given formal context, there exists only one
concept lattice and only one AOC-poset (i.e., they are canonical structures).

Note that, if the products and/or features are numerous, the associated AOC-poset
will likely be very wide, the extracted relationships too numerous, and the resulting
model di�cult to read. Experiments assessing the size of conceptual structures and
the number of extracted relationships [14, 15] show that the method scales even
with large inputs and outputs. However, the aforementioned issue is not inherent to
FCA-based relationship extraction, but is related to the necessity to use separation
of concerns to avoid synthesizing huge monolithic variability models. Relational
Concept Analysis [27], another FCA extension that is not discussed here, provides
solutions to extract variability relationships between several configuration sets, that
can be obtained, for instance, by splitting a large configuration set depending on
concerns. In this way, it may support the synthesis of several smaller interconnected
variability models that enhance the legibility of represented variability information.

Reading the AOC-poset. In this graph-like representation, a concept is a 3-
part box showing: the concept identifier (top-part), the concept intent (middle-part
displaying attributes), and the concept extent (bottom-part displaying objects). The
specialization order is represented by arrows between concepts: an arrow from a
concept A (sub-concept) to a concept B (super-concept) states that “concept A
specializes concept B”. Organizing concepts by specialization/generalization allows
to represent factorized concepts’ intents and extents by displaying only the introduced
elements: full intents and extents may be reconstituted by inheritance, from top to
bottom for attributes (a concept possesses all attributes of its super-concepts) and
from bottom to top for objects (a concept possesses all objects of its sub-concepts).
In Fig. 6.2, the attribute-concept Cos introducing open source corresponds to
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Concept_3

Coriantumr

Concept_7
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Concept_9
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Concept_11
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Concept_14

license
movement

Concept_15
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Concept_2

stop-and-go

Decado

Fig. 6.2 AOC-poset associated with the formal context of Table 6.1

Concept_12: attributes one-on-one fighting, license and movement are
introduced in its super-concepts, and all objects of its extent are introduced in its
sub-concepts. Crand corresponds to Concept_8 and Ccent to Concept_9.

Extracting feature relationships. By organizing objects depending on their
attributes, conceptual structures naturally highlight the common and variable features
amongst a set of configurations. By analyzing the structure, one can detect patterns
corresponding to the feature relationships that hold in the input configuration set.
Table 6.2 (columns 3 and 4) shows how the four prevalent feature relationships
appear in the AOC-posets. We detail them in what follows, and we consider that fi,
i 2 {0,1, . . . ,n} denotes a feature and Cfi the attribute-concept introducing fi.

Situation ¨ (binary implications representing features that “require” other features)
can be extracted from the AOC-poset by analyzing the specialization order between
attribute-concepts. In fact, if an attribute-concept Cf2 is a sub-concept of another
attribute-concept Cf1 (denoted by Cf2 CL Cf1), then the set of configurations having
f2 is included in the set of configurations having f1 (because E f2 ✓ E f1). Thus,
all configurations having f2 also have f1 and ( f2 ) f1) holds. In Fig. 6.2, we can
see for instance that min-risk-movement ) melee fighting (because
Concept_7 CL Concept_11) and closed) license (because Concept_6 CL
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Table 6.2 Mapping between the representations of the four prevalent feature relationships: proposi-
tional formulas (Prop. form.), feature diagrams (FD syntax) and AOC-posets adapted from [14]. The
extent of a context C is denoted by Ext(C)

Prop. form. FD syntax AOC-posets

¨
f2 ) f1

f1

f2

Cf2 CL Cf1
Cf2
f2

Cf1
f1

f1

f2

f2 ) f1

¨’
f1 , f2

f1

f2
or

f1

f2

Cf1 =CL Cf2

Cf1,2
f1,f2

f1 ) f2;
f2 ) f1

≠
f1 ) ¬ f2

or
f2 ) ¬ f1

f1 ) ¬ f2 Ext(Cf1)\Ext(Cf2) =?

Cf2Cf1

   C

f2f1

Æ
f0 ,

( f1 _ . . ._ fk)

f0

f1 ... fk

8 fi 2 { f1, .. fk},Cfi CL Cf0 .

Ext(Cf1)[ ...[Ext(Cfk) = Ext(Cf0).
Cf0 62 OC

Cf0
f0

Cfj

...

Cfi
f i f j

Cm

Ø
f0 ,

( f1 � . . .� fk)

f0

f1 ... fk

8 fi 2 { f1, .. fk},Cfi CL Cf0 .

Ext(Cf1)[ ...[Ext(Cfk) = Ext(Cf0).
Cf0 62 OC

Ext(Cf1)\ ...\Ext(Cfk) =?.

Cf0
f0

Cfj

...

Cfi
f i f j

Cm

Concept_14). When such a pattern is detected in an AOC-poset built upon a
configuration set, then we have candidates for refinement, optional or “require” cross-
tree constraints during the synthesis of an FD. Deciding whether the minimum risk
movement feature requires the fighting melee feature or refines it is left to the expert
or to further processes relying on domain ontology. Situation ¨’ is a special case of
situation ¨ where two features require each other. Because there is a double binary
implication, then Cf2 CL Cf1 and Cf1 CL Cf2 , meaning that Cf1 and Cf2 are the same
concept (Cf2 =CL Cf1). Therefore, if two features are introduced in the same concept,
then they are always present together in any configuration (co-occurring features)
and ( f1 , f2) holds. In Fig. 6.2, we observe that license, movement because
they are both introduced in Concept_14, meaning that if a bot defines movement
strategies, it also specifies a license, and conversely.

Situation ≠ (mutually exclusive features) is revealed in the AOC-poset by analyzing
the intersection of the extents of two attribute-concepts. If the intersection of Cf1
extent and Cf2 extent is empty (denoted by Ext(Cf1)\Ext(Cf2) =?), then it means
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that the configurations having f1 and the configurations having f2 are disjoint. In
other words, f1 and f2 never appear together in any configuration and ( f1 ) ¬ f2)
holds. In Fig. 6.2, we can see that wave-surfing ) ¬ random-movement
(because Ext(Concept_10)\Ext(Concept_8) =?).

Situation Æ (“at least one” feature group refinement, also called or-groups) is
more complex to identify. Let { f1, . . . , fk} be the features involved in an or-group,
and f0 the parent-feature of this group. A first property characterizing or-groups
is that each configuration having one feature in { f1, . . . , fk} should also have f0.
Thus, in the AOC-poset, the concepts {Cf1 , . . . ,Cfk} must be sub-concepts of Cf0 . A
second or-group property is that each configuration possessing the parent-feature
f0 must also have at least one feature of the or-group. This can be seen in the
AOC-poset when the union of the extents of concepts {Cf1 , . . . ,Cfk} is equal to
the extent of Cf0 . A “true" or-group would respect a third property, stating that
all { f1, . . . , fk} combinations appear amongst the objects (configurations) in the
AOC-poset. However, as we consider possibly incomplete configuration sets as input,
having product descriptions documenting all possible combinations is very unlikely.
Thus, we relax this third constraint and look for patterns corresponding to the two first
or-group properties in the AOC-poset. In other words, we look for an attribute-concept
and a set of its sub-concepts such that a) the latter are also attribute-concepts and
b) the union of their extents is equal to the extent of the first attribute-concept.
For example, let us consider in Fig. 6.2 Concept_7 (min-risk-movement),
Concept_8 (random-movement) and Concept_10 (wave-surfing): the union
of their extents is the configuration set corresponding to the set of bots having
identified movement strategies (all bots except Centaur). They form a candidate or-
group with parent movement introduced in their super-concept Concept_14. Thus,
(movement, (min-risk-movement _ wave-surfing _ random-move-
ment)) holds. Notice that the candidate does not contain the feature stop-and-go
(Concept_2) but that it could be integrated in the group; the feature could also
refine random-movement due to a complementary constraint establishing that
stop-and-go implies random-movement. Notice also that Concept_12 (open
source) may replace Concept_7 and satisfy the or-group properties: (movement
, (min-riskmovement_wave-surfing_open source)) holds too. The
candidates or-groups may be numerous and need an ontological evaluation in order
to detect the meaningful ones. Other constraints may be added to help select the best
candidates, e.g., set of candidates that do not overlap, minimal groups.

Situation Ø (“exactly one” feature group refinement, also called xor-group) is a
particular sub-case of the situation Æ where all pairs of features of { f1, . . . , fk} are mu-
tually exclusive. In addition to the two aforementioned or-group properties, concepts
{Cf1 , . . . ,Cfk} must have disjoint extents. In Fig. 6.2, Concept_14 (license) with
its sub-concepts Concept_6 (closed) and Concept_12 (open source) form a
xor-group candidate: (license, (closed � open source)) holds.

By analyzing concepts and how they are situated to each other, we can identify
variability information that can be represented by propositional formulas over the
set of features. Lattice theory guarantees that all detected relationships are true in
the considered input, and that all true relationships can be read in FCA conceptual
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structures [25]. This enables the sound and complete extraction of all prevalent
feature relationships from a configuration set; variability model synthesis methods
using these relationships can thus guarantee a logical semantics and a configuration
semantics consistent with the input descriptions.

Feature diagram synthesis. Thanks to the mapping established in Table 6.2, it is
possible to guide an expert during a feature diagram synthesis, a task that can be seen
as choosing an FD syntax for each feature relationship identified in the AOC-poset.
Figure 6.3 presents an example of FD that can be extracted from the configurations
gathered in Table 6.3 by building and analyzing the associated AOC-poset. It di�ers
from the one exposed in Fig. 6.1 because it is based on existing configurations and
ontological choices corresponding to feature relationship patterns identified in the
AOC-poset. For instance, Table 6.3 does not contain any fighting feature stating
if the bot has at least one identified fighting styles, but it does contain two more
specific fighting styles: thus, fighting one-on-one and fighting melee
are not grouped in Fig. 6.3. Moreover, in the studied set of Robocode configurations,
all bots are defined for one-on-one fighting style: the corresponding feature may be
identified as mandatory in this case. Also, as feature stop&go implies random,
we decided to put it as an optional feature of random, but we could have chosen
to add stop&go in the or-group and to add a “require” cross-tree constraint. Some
extracted constraints may be seen as “accidental”, i.e., true for the considered set of
configurations but not for the domain. For instance, the constraint closed) wave
surfing, stating that if the bot’s source code is proprietary, then it must implement
the wave surfing movement strategy, is likely to be coincidental. Note that, because
FD syntax cannot represent all configuration sets, the configuration semantics of this
FD is not exactly the same as the one presented in the input Table 6.1. However, as the
extraction of the FD logical relationships is sound and complete, the configuration
semantics of the resulting model is as close as possible as the input configuration
set. If the domain expert building the FD from the extracted logical relationships
considers that some of them should not appear in the graphical part of the model
(e.g., for pertinence or legibility concerns), they can be kept as complex cross-tree
constraints to preserve a consistent configuration semantics.

Other variability information contained in AOC-posets. AOC-posets and more
generally conceptual structures highlight di�erent types of information which are
useful regarding variability management in general. If we look at the intent of each
concept (i.e., the middle part), these sub-sets of features actually represent either a
valid configuration (if the concept is an object-concept) or a partial configuration, i.e.,
a sub-set of features shared by several valid configurations. This information may be
useful for feeding decision processes, e.g., to guide a user when choosing a product
configuration, or to imagine new possible configurations which can be easy to build
from existing artifacts. Also, if we analyze the place of the concepts in the structure,
it may give information on the usage and distribution of features in the configuration
set. For instance, if a feature is introduced in a concept in the top of the structure, then
it is more likely to be inherited by numerous concepts, and therefore to be commonly
found in configurations. Conversely, if a feature is introduced in the bottom of the
structure, then it will be present in possibly less configurations and could be identified
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robot

fighting
one-on-one

roborumble

license

movement

fighting
melee

closedopen source

randomwave surfing

minimum risk

stop&go

random ) open source ; minimum risk ) fighting melee
closed ) wave surfing ; closed ) melee ; license , movement

random ) ¬ fighting melee ; random ) ¬ wave surfing ; minimum risk ) ¬ random

Fig. 6.3 Example of FD synthesized from the AOC-poset built upon Robocode configurations of
Table 6.3

as a specific or unpopular feature. Conceptual structures result from the application
of a data analysis framework: their construction is structural; they are not built for
variability analysis, but by following some mathematical properties that naturally
highlight the intrinsic variability of a configuration set. They o�er a unique dual view
of variability, by organizing both features and configurations in one structure, that
makes them a suitable representation to study the variability of existing products
developed without any reuse strategy. Besides, FCA conceptual structures are not
only interim representations of variability: they come with a framework relying on
strong mathematical foundations, a set of management operations and numerous
extensions enabling to take into account more complex input than boolean datasets.

6.3 Variability in non-boolean descriptions

In the previous section, we focused on variability relationships in the form of
constraints over a set of features, and how to extract them from boolean descriptions.
However, representing product line variability through boolean features and feature
diagrams has shown some limits regarding expressiveness. This is even more the case
with the increasing complexity of software intensive systems, which give birth to new
issues about complex product lines and complex variability modeling [32]. In this
section, we study more expressive variability relationships (used in FD extensions)
which may be extracted from multi-valued descriptions. We first introduce product
descriptions containing multi-valued characteristics (Section 6.3.1). These non-
boolean descriptions necessitate a more complex modeling framework that the one
previously presented for boolean feature sets in order to fully apprehend their intrinsic
variability. Then, we present three prevalent FD extensions that seek to enhance the
expressiveness of traditional boolean models, and we identify the new variability
relationships introduced by these extensions (Section 6.3.2). We also discuss other
types of variability models that may take into account more than boolean features.
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Then, we survey main directions in non-boolean variability extraction (Section 6.3.3)
before discussing how to extend FCA-based variability extraction to take into account
the expressive variability relationships (Section 6.3.4).

6.3.1 Multi-valued descriptions

Software descriptions may include boolean features but also more complex informa-
tion: characterizing products using multi-valued attributes such as numerical ones,
or with symbolic values enhanced with metadata is a common practice. Product
comparison matrices (PCMs) are representative of such complex product configura-
tions [46, 53]. PCMs describe product properties in a tabular form where rows show
the product configurations, columns show the product characteristics and cells contain
values. A PCM characteristic can be associated with a type (that may be boolean,
numerical or symbolic) and a scope for its corresponding set of possible values.
Examples of such PCMs used in the product line community include Wikipedia
PCMs3 [53], gathered descriptions of variants generated with JHipster v3.6.14 [28],
and the Robocode descriptions5 [43] used here. Table 6.3 is a multi-valued matrix
(PCM) that extends and adapts the previous boolean example about Robocode. Fea-
tures (boolean characteristics) are shown in the first six columns. Movement strategies
now are described in one column representing a multi-valued attribute with symbolic
values. The last column indicates numerical values for the roborumble PWIN (proba-
bility of win). When a product possesses several values for one characteristic, they
are split by a coma; the symbol ‘*’ states that there is no known value.

Modeling complex variability necessitates to express more than only feature
relationships: we now consider multi-valued relationships that should involve boolean
attributes (features) as well as multi-valued attributes.

6.3.2 Multi-valued variability relationships

In the same way as the literature identified feature relationships corresponding to the
prevalent variability information, we identify the multi-valued relationships necessary
to model more complex variability. This is done through the analysis of the three FD
extensions that seek to enhance the boolean case expressiveness, as we consider that
these extensions represent the designers’ needs in terms of non-boolean variability.

FD with attributes. A first extension associates multi-valued attributes to features
[16]. The attribute has a type, such as string, enumeration or integer. Attributes enable
to define more detailed information without making the model more complex. In fact,

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Software_comparisons, last ac-
cessed July 2019
4 https://github.com/xdevroey/jhipster-dataset/tree/master/v3.6.1

5 https://github.com/but4reuse/RobocodeSPL_teaching

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Software_comparisons
https://github.com/xdevroey/jhipster-dataset/tree/master/v3.6.1
https://github.com/but4reuse/RobocodeSPL_teaching
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Table 6.3 PCM about the 7 previous robots of Robocode Wiki (2018) with their roborumble PWIN.
Some boolean attributes (features) about movement strategy were transformed into one multi-valued
attribute having symbolic values
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movement PWIN
Aristocles ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ random 86.47
B26354 ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ minimum risk, wave surfing *
Centaur ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ * 80.00
Coriantumr ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ minimum risk 77.24
Decado ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ random, stop & go *
DrussGT ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ wave surfing 100.00
Durandal ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ wave surfing 79.48

modeling the same variability information with only boolean features would end up
with a large model more di�cult to read, as illustrated in Fig. 6.4.

With this extension, we can write (in addition to feature relationships) binary
implications, co-occurrences and mutex either between a feature and an attribute
value, or between two attribute values (denoted by attribute:value). As or-
and xor-groups represent feature refinements, attribute values cannot be involved in
such groups.

roborumble

PWIN

86,47 80.00 ...

roborumble
PWIN (�oat): [1..100]

Fig. 6.4 Representing detailed information without making the model more complex by using
attributes: (left) representation of PWIN values with features only, (right) representation of PWIN
values with a multi-valued attribute

FD with feature cardinalities. A second extension introduces UML-like cardinal-
ities on features [18], stating that a feature may occur several times in a configuration
and defining the minimum and maximum number of these occurrences. A number of
occurrences associated with a feature may be seen as an attribute with integer values:
the variability relationships necessary to represent this extension are the same as for
FDs with attributes.
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FD with group cardinality. The third extension proposes to refine feature groups
with feature-group cardinality in the form hmin�maxi indicating that a product
can contain between min and max child features in the group. The boolean FD
notations for xor-groups and or-groups are respectively replaced by h1�1i groups
and h1�ni groups. Thanks to this extension, feature relationships Æ and Ø exposed
at the beginning of Section 6.2.2 may be merged in one kind of more abstract feature
relationship, stating that a feature should be refined by “between min and max”
features in a group. Instead of representing the logical semantics of or- and xor-groups
with _-connectives and �-connectives respectively, one may now specify which
combinations of features from a group are allowed by the cardinality. For instance,
a group with parent p, a cardinality h2�3i and children { f1, f2, f3} is represented
through the following formula:

p , (( f1 ^ f2 ^¬ f3)_ ( f1 ^ f3 ^¬ f2)_ ( f2 ^ f3 ^¬ f1)_ ( f1 ^ f2 ^ f3))

To consider these three extensions, it is necessary to extend the previous four feature
relationships so that binary implications, co-occurrences and mutual exclusions can
involve attribute values as well as features. Figure 6.5 presents the grammar of
these variability relationships. We simplify the logical relationships representing
feature-groups by introducing the notation (p,{ f1, ..., fn},hmin�maxi) to be used
instead of the one introduced before.

variability relationships := relationship*
relationship := binary implication | co-occurrence | mutex | group
binary implication := element ‘)’ element
co-occurrence := element ‘,’ element
mutex := element ‘)’ ‘¬’ element
group := ‘(’ feature ‘,’ ‘{’ feature_set ‘}’ ‘,’ cardinality ‘)’
feature_set := feature | feature_set ‘,’ feature
element := feature | attribute
feature := feature_name
attribute := attribute_name: value
cardinality := ‘h’ nb_min ‘-’ nb_max ‘i’

Fig. 6.5 Grammar of variability relationships for representing FD extensions

Other formalisms for non-boolean variability. We survey a few alternative
formalisms for complex variability description without pretending to be exhaustive.
A survey on variability modeling in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) and pointers to
other surveys can be found in [52]. Decision Models (DMs) are textual descriptions
focusing only on variability decisions [17,55]. They are organized in tabular form,
where each row includes a question (such as “has PWIN?”), the type of the expected
answer (such as Integer) and its range (such as [0,100]). It may also present constraints
about the required form of the answer (e.g., cardinality or implication) and conditions
on when to consider the question. Variability relationships expressed by such models
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are the same as the three aforementioned FD extensions. An Orthogonal Variability
Model (OVM) also focuses on variability only [48]. It introduces variation points
(e.g. movement) and their variants (e.g. random, wave surfing). Variation
points can be optional or mandatory. Optional variants may be part of a group with
a cardinality. Therefore, the variability relationships of Fig. 6.5 are su�cient to
represent OVM variability. Common Variability Modeling (CVL) [31] proposes three
interrelated models: base model (UML model or any MOF based Domain Specific
Language model), variability model, and resolution model (for selection). It allows the
description of cardinalities on features and groups and the introduction of attributes
(under the name of variable). CVL models rely on separation of concerns to split
one variability model in several smaller models referencing each other: this notion of
references is not taken into account in Fig. 6.5. Constraint Satisfaction Problem [54]
and Constraint Logic Programming [35] also have been used to consider non-boolean
descriptions. Variability relationships of Fig. 6.5 may be used to build such models,
but the models may represent more complex constraints as the one studied here.

6.3.3 Multi-valued variability extraction in the literature

Becan et al. [9] and Carbonnel et al. [15] both extract variability relationships
involving features and attributes. Becan et al. [9] propose dedicated algorithms to
extract attributed feature models. They start from configuration matrices: they compute
feature groups, implications between features and mutually exclusive features; then
they extract all implications involving an attribute value. They use di�erent structures:
a binary implication graph and a mutex-graph. Carbonnel et al. [15], in addition,
compute mutex between features and/or attribute values, and co-occurrences between
features and/or attributes. They use a single structure, which is a conceptual structure
and do not synthesize an attributed feature model. This approach is detailed in the
next section. The MoVa2PL approach [44] extracts dependencies as well as requires
and exclude constraints from feature spanning over several model variants graph
decomposition (including cardinalities), and may define CVL compliant models. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no approach for extracting OVM models from
product descriptions. Constraint satisfaction problem acquisition [12] is a promising
field which should be investigated and connected to complex variability extraction in
the future.

6.3.4 A sound and complete FCA-based multi-valued variability
extraction

As real datasets are often more complex than boolean descriptions, many extensions
have been proposed over the years for the FCA data analysis framework. To process
multi-valued attributes, we can mention the scaling of numerical data [25], the use
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of value taxonomies [26], and the more general and complete framework extension
called Pattern Structures [24]. These approaches may overlap and have common
theoretical foundations that may lead to some mappings between them. Dealing with
a PCM information as the one presented in Table 6.3 (called a multi-valued context
in FCA) can be done with several of these frameworks. In this chapter, we choose to
explore the approach based on value taxonomies, for pedagogical purposes and to
avoid introducing a full complex data analysis framework such as Pattern Structures.

Value taxonomies. The key principle of the value taxonomy approach is the
elaboration of taxonomies (partial orders, or scales) on the attribute values. This task
may be summarized by “establishing, naming and organizing groups of values in
a hierarchy”. The goal of this approach is to group the di�erent values of a given
attribute under more abstract values; in this way, relationships may be established not
only on the attribute values present on the multi-valued descriptions, but also between
groups of these values. Value taxonomies may come from di�erent sources depending
what the variability analysis aims to highlight. They may be based on is-a relationships
for symbolic values, or extracted from external resources such as ontologies or other
documents. For example, if we consider Robocode movement strategies, one may
introduce the new value several opponents, that is more abstract than the
ones introduced in Table 6.3 and encompasses all strategies suited for dealing with
several bots during a fight. When studying the RoboWiki, one may determine that
minimum risk movement belongs to this group, while random movement,
wave surfing and stop&go rather belong to a group that could be identified
by the value one opponent. Alternatively they could be organized depending on
the complexity of their implementation algorithms, or by other movement strategies
they were inspired from. Movement strategies grouped by the number of opponents
against which they are more e�cient are presented in Fig. 6.6  . It states that a
bot which implements the wave surfing strategy (third level) thus implements a
strategy suited for fighting one opponent (second level) and thus implement a
movement strategy (first level).

> 95

> 85

> 75

[70..80[ [80..90[ [90..100]

[70..90[ [80..100]

[70..100]

1 2 3

random
movement

stop
&go

several
opponents

one
opponent

movement

wave
sur�ng

minimum risk
movement

Fig. 6.6 Examples of a taxonomy for the symbolic values of the attribute movement, and two
taxonomies for the numerical values of the attribute PWIN

Taxonomies for numerical values correspond to strict or partial ordering of the
values. Several schemes have been studied in FCA for building these orders [25].
In nominal scaling, each value v of a multi-valued attribute m is converted to an
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attribute m:v. It is used in our example for movement values, generating 5 columns
labeled with the prefix “movement:”. Nominal scaling may be seen as an approach
to apply by default when no groups of values may be defined or retrieved. In ordinal
scaling, the ordinary number order is used. Values of a multi-valued attribute m are
described by expressions of the form m > n. It is shown in Fig. 6.6 Ã for PWIN
values. The figure indicates that a value described by attribute PWIN � 95q is
also described by attribute PWIN � 85 and by attribute PWIN � 75. Notice that,
to elaborate this scale, design choices are required to define the bounds that serve
in the description. Here, 75, 85 and 95 have been chosen. Figure 6.6 À describes
another type of scale on PWIN values. It is based on a description of values by their
membership to intervals that split the value set. Here again, the interval bounds have
to be determined by domain experts or using techniques like box-plot [36]. Moreover,
the intervals are grouped and organized through a hierarchical structure in order to
enrich the description and allow more similarities to be discovered between values.
For example 75 and 85 cannot be grouped with using the bottom intervals, but they
can be grouped using the level 2 interval [70..90[. Other kinds of scales can be found
in [25, 36]. In general, any similarity/distance relationships between values both
symbolic or numerical, can be used to form a scale.

Binary conversion. These value taxonomies may be used to convert the multi-
valued context in a binary context. In this way, theoretical properties and algorithms
of the standard FCA scheme (as presented in Section 6.2.4) apply on the transformed
dataset. To achieve the binary conversion, each element from the scale (i.e., each value
in the taxonomy) becomes a boolean attribute of the final binary context. Compared to
a naive solution which does not use value taxonomies and where each attribute value
is transformed in a boolean feature, this allows to extract additional relationships
taking into account groups of attributes values. Let us choose the scale   for values
of movement and the scale Ã for values of PWIN. Then, the boolean attributes of
Table 6.3 along with the values of attributes movement and PWIN enhanced with
the taxonomy values form the boolean attributes of the equivalent binary context of
Table. 6.4; its associated AOC-poset is presented in Fig. 6.7.

Rows of the final context still correspond to the product configurations from the
multi-valued context shown Table 6.3. A relation between a product configuration c
and an attribute a is then established (and shown with a cross in the table) depending
on the attribute kind. For a boolean attribute a, c owns a in the final context when c
owns a in the multi-valued context. This is illustrated by the 6 first columns (Table 6.4).
For a nominal scale, c owns m:v in the final context when c owns m with value v in
the multi-valued context. This is illustrated by columns 7-11 for movement. For an
ordinal scale, c owns the attribute m > n in the final context when c owns for m a
value v > n in the multi-valued context. The last 4 columns illustrate the ordinal scale
for PWIN. A (c,a) relation in this scheme verifies the following general property: if
we have (c,al) and ag more general than al in the taxonomy, (c,ag) is also true. This
applies to all value taxonomies, beyond the examples we have shown in this section.

Reading multi-valued relationships in the AOC-poset. The AOC-poset can
be interpreted as in the boolean case. As a consequence of the value taxonomies, a
concept introducing an attribute ag, with ag more general than another attribute al in
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Table 6.4 Formal context obtained after applying binary conversion to the multi-valued context of
Table 6.3
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Aristocles ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
B26354 ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Centaur ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Coriantumr ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Decado ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
DrussGT ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥
Durandal ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥ ⇥

the taxonomy, is a super-concept of the concept introducing al (if one exists). For
example, in Fig. 6.7, Concept_15, introducing PWIN:�75, is a super-concept of
Concept_10 which introduces PWIN:�85. Therefore, the taxonomies are included
in the AOC-poset.

The mapping between propositional formulas and the AOC-poset still applies in
this context. For example, applying the rule from Table 6.2, row ¨, we can deduce
PWIN:�85) open-source because Concept_10 introduces PWIN:�85 and
its super-concept Concept_14 introduces open-source. From Table 6.2, row
≠, as Concept_11 (introducing movement:random) and Concept_11 (introduc-
ing PWIN�95) have disjoint extents, we can deduce movement:random ) ¬
PWIN�95.

Group cardinalities may be extracted by analyzing the intent of the sub-concepts
of the concept introducing the parent of the group. For instance, by analyzing the
sub-concepts of Concept_16 introducing movement, one may notice that a bot
never possesses more than two initial values for the attribute movement, hence
suggesting a < 1�2 > cardinality.

In the FD extended with multi-valued attributes, each attribute is associated with a
feature of the FD. In the AOC-poset, when the most general value of a value taxonomy
(i.e., group representing all values of an attribute) implies a feature, then we can
deduce that the attribute corresponding to the value taxonomy may be associated
to this feature. For instance, in Concept_14 of Fig 6.7, the element representing all
values of PWIN (i.e., PWIN�75) is co-occurrent with the feature roborumble,
suggesting to associate the attribute PWIN to this feature.
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Concept_0
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Centaur
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Concept_7
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Decado

Concept_3
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Concept_13
open-source

Concept_12
melee fighting

Concept_15
movement:one-opponent

Concept_16
license

movement

Concept_14
roborumble
PWIN:≥75

Concept_17
one-on-one fighting

Fig. 6.7 AOC-poset associated with the context of Table 6.4

The extracted logical relationships may be quite numerous due to the sound and
complete extraction method based on potentially incomplete input descriptions [15].
However, redundancy elimination techniques based on grouped attribute values
introduced through taxonomies may be applied to reduce their number without losing
information. For instance, one can extract the two binary implications PWIN:�95
) movement:one opponent and PWIN:�85 ) movement:one oppo-
nent, but only the second may be kept as the first one is included in it. Depending on
whether the input descriptions possess numerous features or attributes having values
which can be easily organized in taxonomies, redundancy elimination may reduce up
to 50% of some types of variability relationships. Redundancy elimination combined
with filtering methods allowing the expert to ignore or focus on relationships between
given features and/or attributes may help their analysis. A previous study shows
that a filtering method as simple as removing relationships between features and/or
attributes considered unrelated by the expert reduces their number from 30% to 65%.

FCA is a structural framework which naturally highlights variability and that can
be extended to take into account more complex input descriptions. We have seen how
value taxonomies may help handle multi-valued descriptions more e�ciently and
extract multi-valued variability relationships represented by extended FDs. The more
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complete FCA extension called Pattern Structure generalizes the taxonomy approach
to take into account any description on which similarities may be defined. In this way,
one can imagine handling more complex artifacts such as slices of FDs, or versioning
data. Other extensions such as Relational Concept Analysis [27] can be investigated
to extend the extracted variability relationships and build interconnected variability
models such as FDs with references or CVL models [13].

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we focused on the process of extracting variability information
in the form of logical relationships from product descriptions. More specifically,
we tackled the concern of extracting complex variability relationships from non-
boolean descriptions. To do so, we extend existing extraction methods focusing on the
traditional boolean case to complex variability representations. Thus, this chapter was
divided in two main symmetric parts: the first part discussed the traditional boolean
case, and the second part examined the extraction in a more complex case.

In the first part, we presented the boolean product descriptions as defined in
feature-oriented product line approaches. Then, we summarized the four main studied
feature relationships (i.e., variability relationships based on boolean descriptions) to
express variability in terms of features. After that, we reviewed methods found in the
literature that seek to extract these feature relationships. As revealed by a study on
feature model synthesis, methods that first focus on extracting the logical foundation
of descriptions’ intrinsic variability before relying on experts to breath ontological
meaning to them outperform the other methods. Thus, we directed attention to Formal
Concept Analysis, a knowledge engineering framework for knowledge representation
and extraction, as it includes and formalizes existing methods extracting variability
information in the form of logical relationships. We then presented a sound and
complete extraction method based on Formal Concept Analysis and its associated
conceptual structures. An advantage of using this framework in the boolean case
is that it is extensible, and thus may be applied to more complex datasets (i.e., not
necessarily boolean).

In the second part, we focused on multi-valued input descriptions, i.e., representing
software products by both boolean features and multi-valued characteristics. As
traditional feature relationships are not su�cient to capture the intrinsic variability
of this type of multi-valued descriptions, we identified new variability relationships
which take into account multi-valued characteristics. For that, we analyzed the three
FD extensions that were proposed to enhance the expressiveness of the feature-based
variability representations. Then, we discussed the few existing methods that tackle
this type of extraction, and we show how Formal Concept Analysis may be extended
to be applied in the multi-valued case. We relied on the definition of value taxonomies
(i.e., grouping values under more abstract values) for non-boolean attributes, which
enable the extraction of more precise variability relationships and the definition of
redundancy elimination techniques. We mentioned other Formal Concept Analysis
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extensions that may be useful to go further in the problem of complex variability
extraction, e.g., by relying on more complex descriptions or even interconnected
ones.
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